Deep Learning is a powerful technique that is widely applied to Image Recognition and Natural Language Processing tasks amongst many other tasks. In this work, we propose an efficient technique to utilize pre-trained Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architectures to extract powerful features from images for object recognition purposes. We have built on the existing concept of extending the learning from pre-trained CNNs to new databases through activations by proposing to consider multiple deep layers. We have exploited the progressive learning that happens at the various intermediate layers of the CNNs to construct Deep Multi-Layer (DM-L) based Feature Extraction vectors to achieve excellent object recognition performance. Two popular pre-trained CNN architecture models i.e. the VGG_16 and VGG_19 have been used in this work to extract the feature sets from 3 deep fully connected multiple layers namely "fc6", "fc7" and "fc8" from inside the models for object recognition purposes. Using the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) technique, the Dimensionality of the DM-L feature vectors has been reduced to form powerful feature vectors that have been fed to an external Classifier Ensemble for classification instead of the Softmax based classification layers of the two original pre-trained CNN models. The proposed DM-L technique has been applied to the Benchmark Caltech-101 object recognition database. Conventional wisdom may suggest that feature extractions based on the deepest layer i.e. "fc8" compared to "fc6" will result in the best recognition performance but our results have proved it otherwise for the two considered models. Our experiments have revealed that for the two models under consideration, the "fc6" based feature vectors have achieved the best recognition performance. State-of-the-Art recognition performances of 91.17% and 91.35% have been achieved by utilizing the "fc6" based feature vectors for the VGG_16 and VGG_19 models respectively. The recognition performance has been achieved by considering 30 sample images per class whereas the proposed system is capable of achieving improved performance by considering all 93
Introduction
Deep Learning is one of the most important areas of research that is currently finding adoption in wide and diverse fields [1] [2] [3] . Deep Learning techniques and models exist for Image Recognition tasks, Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks, Control Systems Applications, Medical Applications and many other diverse tasks. Traditionally, Neural Networks have been the mainstay of Machine Learning algorithms and applications to solve complex classification and recognition problems. Due to the recent advancement in the field of Neural Networks, Deep Learning has become one of the most rapidly developing area in the general domain of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML). A large number of frameworks and libraries exist for deep learning research and development such as Tensorflow, Theano, Torch, Caffe and Keras etc. [1] [2] [3] . Some of the popular Deep Learning systems and architectures include CNNs, the Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs), Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), Deep Belief Networks (DBNs), Deep Stacking Networks (DSNs) and Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs). Many large international corporations are involved in the research and development of deep learning systems including Google, IBM, Microsoft, Amazon, Apple, Facebook, Baidu and others. Along with the enthusiasm for advancement in AI and ML research, there are concerns about the social, ethical and possible job loss issues due to expected rapid automation and deployment of intelligent machines and robots in the work place. Concerns about possible safety issues related to AI have also been raised by professionals and researchers of this field stressing for the advancement of safe AI research and development.
Object recognition is an important area of research in the field of ML since it forms an essential part of intelligent systems related to Computer Vision, Robotics and Autonomous Vehicles. Conventional Object Recognition systems generally employ Neural Networks to make decision about object recognition based on feature sets that have been extracted from the object images. Deep Learning systems are also being used for Object Recognition tasks. For Image and Object Recognition purposes, the most popular Deep Learning techniques are based on the Convolution Neural Networks (CNNs) [4] - [13] . The CNN utilizes a series of layers including the Convolutional layers, Pooling layers, the Journal of Signal and Information Processing Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) layers, Fully Connected layers and Softmax layers to achieve recognition.
In this work we have built on the concept of extending the learning capabilities of pre-trained deep networks to other datasets, as proposed in [14] [15] by considering multiple deep layers for this purpose. Specifically, we have proposed to use Deep Learning systems i.e. pre-trained CNN models, to extract feature sets from object databases along with employing an external ensemble of classifiers to make decisions about object recognition. By utilizing pre-trained CNN models for feature extraction, we exploit the learning capabilities that pre-trained models possess and which they have acquired through the long training times on very large databases. Our proposed system uses multiple layers of CNN models for feature extraction and then it selects the best layer based on the classification performance. By employing the Classifier Ensemble technique for classification purposes, our proposed system exploits the power of group of classifier for decision making instead of a single classifier. By exploiting the aforementioned capabilities, our proposed object recognition system has achieved State-of-the-art recognition performance. Hence this work is an important contribution towards highlighting the significance of considering multiple layers of deep CNNs for feature extraction purposes and then selecting the best layer based feature vector that maximizes the classification performance.
The breakdown of this paper is as follows. Review of related work about Image and Object recognition has been provided in Section 2. Our proposed DM-L based Feature Extraction and Classifier Ensemble system has been introduced and discussed in Section 3 of this paper. Section 4 presents the experimental setup of the proposed system for simulations and the achieved results are also presented in this section. The summary of the results is discussed in Section 5 and Comparison of the results with the State-of-the-Art is presented in Section 6.
Finally the Conclusions and Future Research Directions have been discussed in Section 7.
Related Work
Object Recognition is an essential task associated with Computer Vision, Robotics, Autonomous Vehicle Control or Driverless Cars and many other important tasks. Traditional Object Recognition techniques are based on the conventional ML strategy employing feature extraction from object images and performing recognition by using a standard classifier on the extracted features. The recognition performance of traditional approaches depends on the quality of extracted features as well as on the quality of the classifier system. Apart from traditional approaches, Deep Learning has also been extensively employed for Object Recognition using CNNs. CNNs are usually employed in two roles for object recognition purposes i.e. either as complete object recognition system or as feature extractors. In this work we have employed pre-trained CNN models for feature extraction purposes along with an external classifier ensemble. Journal of Signal and Information Processing LeCun et al. have applied CNNs to the task of object recognition in [4] and they have shown that CNNs performed the best compared to other object recognition techniques. Hinton et al. [5] have applied deep CNNs to the task of image classification on the Imagenet database and they have achieved the best performance on the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC). [14] . They have also shown in their work that their pre-trained models generalize well to other datasets such as Caltech-101 and Caltech-256.
For generalization purposes, they have considered the penultimate layer for feature extraction and have used an SVM based external classifier to achieve a mean class recall of 92.7 ± 0.5 on the Caltech-101 database [14] . Zeiler et al. [15] have reported a classification accuracy of 86.5% on the Caltech-101 database in their work on visualization and understanding convolutional networks. They have presented strong useful feature visualizations and activations in their work. They have also discussed the strong generalization of features from one system trained on the ImageNet database to other databases such Caltech-101. Our current work builds on these concepts by considering multiple deeper layers of pre-trained CNN models for feature extraction, their subsequent dimensionality reduction and by selecting the best layer features based on performance of our Classifier Ensemble. He et al. [16] have considered the problem of visual recognition by applying Spatial Pyramid Pooling to Deep Convolutional Networks.
They have applied their technique to the Caltech-101 database and have achieved a classification accuracy of 91.44%. Convolutional nets have been applied by Chatfield et al. in [17] to Caltech-101 database and a recognition accuracy of 88.4% has been achieved by their system. Object categorization through Group-Sensitive Multiple Kernel Learning has been considered by Yang et al. in [18] . They have reported a recognition performance of 84.3% on the Caltech-101 database.
Two of the major challenges associated with Deep Learning Systems involve long training times and requirement of large databases for effective learning. In this work, the above mentioned problems have been alleviated by using the pre-trained CNN models to extract feature vectors from these pre-trained models to save on the training time. Also, instead of using the Softmax layer as basis for classification, we feed the extracted feature sets to an external Classifier Ensemble. Hence, we will show in this work that by using our proposed new DM-L approach, a higher classification accuracy is achievable along with saving on the Journal of Signal and Information Processing training time of a Deep Learning system. It will be shown in this work that a State-of-the-Art classification accuracy is achievable on the Benchmark Caltech-101 dataset using the Feature Set extracted from pre-trained CNN architectures and the Classifier Ensemble technique.
The Proposed System
We propose a new Deep Multi-Layer (DM-L) Based Feature Extraction and Classifier Ensemble system for object recognition in this work. Our proposed system builds on the concepts in [14] [15] and it is based on utilizing the learning capabilities of advanced pre-trained CNN architectures by using deep multiple layers to extract features from image databases for Object Recognition purposes. Hence our system exploits the learning achieved by the various deep layers contained in a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for feature extraction. Since our proposed system makes use of the available pre-trained CNN models therefore it achieves substantial savings on the long training times associated with Deep Learning systems. It also uses a separate Ensemble of Classifiers approach to the classification task using the features extracted from the multiple layers namely "fc6", "fc7" and "fc8" layers of the CNN models instead of a single deepest fully connected layer. The block diagram of the proposed new DM-L based object recognition system is shown in Figure 1 below with feature extraction from multiple layers. The main characteristics and major sub-blocks of the proposed system are discussed below.
Image Database
The Benchmark Object Recognition database that we have considered in this work is the Caltech-101 database from the Caltech object category datasets [19] [20]. This database consists of various objects of 102 classes, including the Google background object, and majority of the images in this database are of size 300 × 200 pixels. Most of the classes have about 50 images in the database while some classes have more number of images. As suggested by Fie Fei Li in [19] , we have considered 30 images per class in all of our simulations and experiments.
This restriction on the unified number of images per class ensures unified treatment of each class without preferential treatment of class with large number of images such as the "airplanes" category. A montage of various classes of objects from this benchmark database is shown in Figure 2 . 
The Pre-Trained CNN Model
The CNNs are powerful Deep Learning systems that achieve learning by utilizing their deep architecture and extensive training on huge data sets. Our proposed system employs pre-trained CNN models to exploit their learning capabilities by using their deep layers for feature extraction from new databases through the process of activations. Our approach thus builds on the work of Simonyan et al. [14] and Zieler et al. [15] who studied the generalization of learning from one trained system to new databases through activations. We have extended this concept to extracting features from multiple layers, their Dimensionality Reduction and the subsequent use of a Classifier Ensemble instead of the Softmax layer for classification purposes. In order to overcome the shortcoming of very long training time required to train Deep Learning systems, the proposed DM-L based object recognition system makes use of popular pre-trained CNN models for Feature Extraction purposes. The pre-trained CNN models used in this work include the VGG_16 and VGG_19 models [14] and these are available as Matlab support packages [21] [22] . These models have been trained extensively on the ImageNet Benchmark object recognition database. The ImageNet database consists of about one million images of 1000 object classes and it is considered as a premier database in object recognition research. Since these models have already been trained on the ImageNet database, these models will be used in this work to extract features from our Object Recognition Benchmark Database i.e. the Cal-Journal of Signal and Information Processing tech-101 database. This methodology enables us to use the learning of the pre-trained models to extract features from the Caltech-101 database.
Feature Extraction Stage
The Feature Extraction stage consists of two major processes i.e. the DM-L based Feature Extraction and the subsequent Dimensionality Reduction of the extracted feature vectors. [22] . It is emphasized here that conventional wisdom about CNNs suggests using the deepest fully connected layer for feature extraction but we are proposing to use multiple deep layers for feature extraction and then selecting the one that maximizes recognition performance. We use the Caltech-101 Benchmark Database to extract the feature vectors from the 3 mentioned deep multiple layers of the pre-trained CNN models. These features capture the learning achieved by the pre-trained CNN models on the new Caltech-101 database. As mentioned earlier, the fully connected layers of CNNs have been used before for recognition purposes [14] [15] but in this work we are proposing to use multiple layers of CNNs for feature extraction along with an external Classifier Ensemble for recognition purposes and this is a new novel approach that we have proposed in this work. This stage of the proposed DM-L based Feature Extraction for object recognition system presents a significant improvement in the performance of the proposed Journal of Signal and Information Processing system since the extracted feature vectors are of high dimension and their use without dimensionality reduction will overburden and confuse the system.
DM-L Based Feature Extraction

Dimensionality Reduction
The Classifier Ensemble Stage
The use of the external classifier ensemble in this work is a novel approach to CNN based feature extraction and object recognition system's implementation.
The classification stage of a conventional CNN is based on the Softmax layer but 
Experimental Setup and Results
The experimental setup of the proposed DM-L based object recognition system consists of the selection of benchmark object recognition database, the pre-trained CNN models, the selection of deep multiple layers for feature extraction, the dimensionality reduction size selection and the selection of the various parameters of the classifier ensemble that is used at the last stage of the proposed recognition system. The experimental setup of our proposed system is given in Table 1 .
We have performed a number of simulations to assess the recognition performance of the proposed system and the results of the experiments have been presented in the sub-sections given below.
Results of the Proposed System Using the Pre-Trained VGG_16 Model
The VGG_16 Model [14] is a popular Deep Learning system that was originally trained on some one million object images consisting of 1000 classes of the Im-ageNet benchmark database. This pre-trained model is available as Matlab support package [21] . The various layers of the VGG_16 Model are shown in Table   2 . 
Visualization of the Achieved Learning by Layers of VGG_16 on Caltech-101
We highlight the learning achieved by various layers of the pre-trained VGG_16 model on the Caltech-101 by computing the relevant activations of these layers. The activations computed from convolutional layers named "conv1_2" and "conv2_2" have been plotted as montage in Figure 3 
DM-L Based Feature Vector Construction from VGG_16
The features extracted from the three fully connected multiple layers i.e. "fc6", "fc7" and "fc8" of VGG_16 pre-trained model are denoted as "Fea-tures_VGG_16_FC6", "Features_VGG_16_FC7" and "Features_VGG_16_FC8" respectively. In order to reduce the dimensionality of the feature vectors we use the PCA technique which results in the following reduced dimensionality feature vectors:
The dimensions of the feature vectors extracted from the "fc6" and "fc7" layers are 4096x1 per example and those of the "fc8" are of dimension 1000x1. In our simulations we have also computed the recognition performance of the Journal of Signal and Information Processing system for these feature vectors by dropping every tenth value for the "fc6" and "fc7" layers based feature vectors and every third value for the "fc8" layer based Journal of Signal and Information Processing 
The simulations for the PCA based dimensionality reduced feature vectors use a size of 300 for all 3 feature vectors. Table 3 .
Proposed System's Performance Using DM-L Based Features Extracted from VGG_16 Model
The plots of the proposed system's recognition performance on the Caltech-101 database using the pre-trained VGG-16 Model are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 .
It is clear from the plots that "fc6" layer based feature vector has outperformed other layers based feature vectors in the object recognition task. Conventional wisdom about Deep Learning networks suggest that deeper layers would achieve more detailed learning about the recognition task at hand but the above results clearly highlight that consideration of multiple layers is advisable for feature extraction purposes. The above results highlight that the best layer to be considered for feature extraction for the VGG-16 based model is "fc6" layer and Journal of Signal and Information Processing 
Results of the Proposed System Using the Pre-Trained VGG_19 Model
The second pre-trained CNN Model that we have considered in this work is the VGG-19 Model [14] . The VGG_19 Model is also another popular Deep Learning system that was originally trained on some one million object images consisting of 1000 classes of the ImageNet benchmark database. This pre-trained model is also available as Matlab support package [21] . The various layers of the pre-trained VGG_19 Model, with the ReLU layers omitted for concise representation, are shown in Table 4 below. The 3 Fully Connected layers i.e. "fc6", "fc7" Table 3 and Table 4 .
Visualization of the Achieved Learning by Layers of VGG_19 for
Caltech-101 Similar to the previous pre-trained CNN model, the activations computed from convolutional layers named "conv1_2" and "conv2_2" for the Caltech-101 database using the VGG-19 Model have been plotted as montage in Figure 7 and The figures show the learning that has been achieved by the pre-trained VGG-19 based object recognition system's initial layers. More detailed learning is achieved as images travel through the deeper layers of the system.
DM-L Based Feature Vector Construction from VGG_19
Similar to the previous model, the features extracted from the three fully connected multiple layers i.e. "fc6", "fc7" and "fc8" of VGG_19 pre-trained model are denoted as "Features_VGG_19_FC6", "Features_VGG_19_FC7" and "Fea- 
In this case too, the dimensions of the feature vectors extracted from the "fc6"
and "fc7" layers are 4096x1 per example and those of the "fc8" are of dimension 1000x1. Here too, we have also computed the recognition performance of the system for these feature vectors by dropping every tenth value for the "fc6" and "fc7" layers based feature vectors and every third value for the "fc8" layer based feature vectors. These feature vectors are expressed as: 
Like the previous model, the simulations for the PCA based dimensionality reduced feature vectors for the VGG-19 model also use a size of 300 for all 3 feature vectors.
Classifier Ensemble Performance Using DM-L Based Features
Extracted from VGG_19 Model Similar to the previous model, the feature vector extracted from the three multiple layers i.e. "fc6", "fc7" and "fc8" of the VGG_19 pre-trained model are fed to the Classifier Ensemble consisting of 15 base classifiers. Similarly, the best layer feature vector is identified based on the recognition performance. Once again, the feature vectors extracted from the "fc6" layer have achieved excellent recognition accuracy of 91.35%. The recognition performance of the new proposed system using the pre-trained VGG-19 model is listed in Table 5 below. Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the plots of the proposed system's recognition performance using the pre-trained VGG-19 Model on the Caltech-101 database.
Once again, it is clear from the plots that "fc6" layer based feature vector has outperformed other layers based feature vectors in the object recognition task. For the VGG-19 Model also, the above results highlight that the best layer to be considered for feature extraction is "fc6" layer and not the last fully connected layer. It is mentioned here that VGG-19 is a deeper network compared to VGG-16 and hence it has achieved better performance compared to VGG-16 
Summary of Results
The results obtained from our simulations have been summarized in Table 6 . It is clear from the results that the fully connected layer "fc6" has outperformed the other two deeper layers of the 2 pre-trained CNN models that we have considered in this work. The achieved results highlight the importance of considering multiple deeper layers for feature extraction purposes and then selecting the layer that gives the best recognition performance.
Comparison of Results with State-of-the-Art
We have obtained results of 91.17% and 91.35% for the VGG-16 and VGG-19
pre-trained models respectively and our results are comparable with the state-of-the-art in [14] [15] . Our research has shown that it is prudent to use the multiple layers for feature extraction since the earlier fully connected layers may contain valuable information about the features of the images. The state-of-the-art in [14] has also removed the last fully connected layer i.e. the "fc8" in their work and our results also highlights this phenomena since the "fc6" based feature extraction has outperformed the last layer based feature vectors for object recognition purposes. Extracting feature vectors based on multiple layers of CNNs may be computationally expensive but the higher accuracies achievable by selecting the best layer for recognition may be worth the computational burden. The same is true for the classifier ensemble usage but the accuracy of the achieved results validates the use of the classifier ensemble for classification and recognition tasks.
Conclusions and Future Research Directions
In conclusion, it is mentioned that we have obtained comparable results with the state-of-the-art in using the deep layers of CNNs as feature extractors for object recognition purposes. The results have shown that using multiple layers for feature extraction and then selecting the best layer features is a wise approach to using deep layers of CNNs for feature extraction. In future, we plan to consider using the feature vectors extracted from different layers of CNNs in a combined or concatenated manner to evaluate the effect on recognition performance. Also, we plan to consider feature fusion approach to the extracted feature vectors since Journal of Signal and Information Processing the fusion of feature vectors from various layers may enhance the recognition performance of the system. We also plan to consider other pre-trained CNN models for feature extraction and compare the performance of subject feature vectors on other Benchmark Databases.
